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Abstract

The policy of maintaining physical distance during the Pandemic made every lecturer to conduct e-learning so that learning continued. This certainly forces lecturers to improve their competence. To determine the success of this learning system, an evaluation of the process and competence of lecturers in implementing e-learning is carried out. This study aims to determine the profile of the implementation of e-learning in the Faculty of Education during the Pandemic and to validate the competency model framework of lecturers in managing e-learning. Validation of this competency model is carried out using the Delphi method. The instrument used was a questionnaire containing a list of competency indicators that included planning and preparation, learning environment, instruction in learning, professional responsibility. The research panelists were 5 experts in the development of e-learning based on their experiences, research and scientific publications, 10 lecturers who used to organize e-learning, and 15 students who did e-learning. Panelists are asked to provide an assessment of the list of competencies provided. This research was conducted in three Delphi rounds. The first round produced 100 competency indicators with an 82% approval rate. In the second round, the competent indicator changed to 68 indicators with an approval rate of 90%. In the final round, this study succeeded in validating 40 models of lecturer competence in conducting e-learning. All of the competency models were approved by all panelists with an approval rate reaching 100%. The implementation of e-learning does not only focus on placing students at the center of the learning process but must still focus on learning objectives. The application of this competency model needs to consider several things related to the following matters. As for what needs to be considered is the readiness of the lecturers themselves in conducting e-learning which is marked by their competencies, as well as the availability of other supporting devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasingly widespread of the Covid19 outbreak, the Indonesian government has adopted policies regarding physical distance. The Minister of Education and Culture of the Republic of Indonesia, Nadiem Anwar Makarim, also issued several policies to regulate learning activities during this pandemic.

Medan State University as one of the educational institutions under the auspices of the Ministry of Education and Culture, has also made a similar policy regarding the teaching and learning process of lecturers and students so that the implementation of learning activities is carried out from home and relies on internet networks and application applications that support learning activities. This policy changes the way students learn and teach lecturers. During this time it was held in classrooms on campus, changing into a study from home policy. This has certainly greatly changed the study habits, learning behavior and teaching methods of lecturers.
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One learning model that can accommodate learning from home is e-learning. E-learning is a distance learning process that combines principles in the learning process and technology (Chandrawati, 2010). This learning system can be implemented without having to meet face to face (Ardiansyah, 2013).

In the implementation process, learning from home is expected not only to be done, but also to be able to maintain or perhaps improve the quality of the learning itself. A lecturer has an obligation to produce graduates who are critical, intelligent, open, productive and have noble character as mandated by various demands of stakeholders. Therefore competence is a must. If you want to improve the quality of learning, it should be marked by an increase in learning outcomes. However, in an effort to increase the acquisition of this learning ability, (Abbasi, 2012) state that this is strongly supported by the qualifications and teaching styles of the lecturers. (Ganyaupfu, 2013) argues that one of the important factors in the learning system itself is the competence of lecturers in carrying out the learning they design.

Competence is a set of knowledge, skills and behaviors that a person must possess and master in performing his professional duties. Lecturers in this case must have a set of knowledge, skills and behavior in carrying out their duties as educators, teachers, mentors and directors. Danim (2008; in Murti, Rudiantoro Widoyo and Prasetyo, 2018)

In the implementation of e-learning, each lecturer has a different philosophical and operational perspective in its implementation. This philosophical perspective appears in the form of normative assumptions, principles, values and beliefs that form the basis for determining learning objectives, pedagogical orientation, views of students and what should be taught. Meanwhile, the operational perspective appears in the level of ability to master and use technology which is the basis for determining the application used in the teaching process starting from the preparation and presentation of teaching materials to its evaluation. The difference between the philosophical and practical perspectives of the lecturers has a big impact on this e-learning process.

The declaration of e-learning at Medan State University may still cause debate among lecturers at the philosophical and operational levels. Therefore, exploration and validation in the implementation of learning is needed to minimize these differences. E-learning that is implemented properly will create a more motivating learning environment because students can access learning according to their individual needs, and remain sustainable. However, this learning also has drawbacks, especially if it is done incorrectly, namely: the values formed in this learning process will be formed very slowly due to the lack of interaction between lecturers and students or even between students themselves, the tendency to ignore academic or social aspects and vice versa encourage the growth of business / commercial aspects, the learning and teaching process tends towards training rather than education, the change in the role of lecturers from being educators to merely teaching or tutors, students who do not have high learning motivation will tend to fail, and not all lecturers master technology well, so that in the end, only rely on simple applications that do not optimally support the learning process, as well as a lack of knowledge of coding languages.

2. IMPLEMENTATION METHOD

This research is problem solving which aims to validate the competence of lecturers in implementing e-learning based on literature studies and the criteria for lecturer
competence. Therefore, the descriptive method was applied. The purpose of this study was to develop a lecturer competency model in carrying out e-learning, and then validation by e-learning experts to obtain agreement on the competency model that was designed by researchers, so the approach of this research is to apply the Delphi method (Delphi method). Linstone and Turoff (1975; in Adiyatma Rum, Irlan and Helliati, 2018) state that the Delphi method can be applied to the education sector on the topics of planning curriculum for lectures, compiling educational models, and managing human resources.

The research was conducted at the Faculty of Education Medan State University in 2020. The subjects of this study were selected using a purposive sampling technique, adjusted to the inclusion criteria. The criteria for selecting participants used were (a) 5 expert lecturers on e-learning, selected based on research and scientific work produced, experience in administering e-learning-based classes; (b) 10 FIP lecturers are selected based on their level of experience in holding e-learning classes; and (c) 15 students were selected based on their experience in taking e-learning-based classes.

Data collection in this study was carried out with a questionnaire as the instrument. In the questionnaire, the researcher presents a series of statements, in which the panel is asked to clearly assess whether the statement is important in the formulation of lecturer competence in e-learning. The contents of the statement in the form of a lecturer competency framework and its indicators in e-learning are derived from the literature and findings of previous research, such as the Republic of Indonesia Government Regulation No. 14 of 2005 concerning Teachers and Lecturers, Teacher Education Based on the Competency Approach by Oemar Hamalik, Teacher Professionalization and Implementation of Competency-Based Curriculum by Yamin Martinis, Interaction and Teaching Learning Motivation by Sardiman, Learning Achievement and Teacher Competence by (Djamarah, 1994) and other sources based on research needs.

In the first Delphi round, questionnaires were distributed to the Delphi panel to determine the competency framework for lecturers in e-learning. The panel was asked to check the list of competency frameworks deemed important and add components and competency indicators that were not listed in the list. After all the questionnaires in the first round are returned, the researcher summarizes what competency frameworks are important to be included in the next Delphi round. The competency framework enters Delphi in the second round if there are at least seven panels stating that the item is important and also if a new competency framework is added by the panel in the first round.

In the second round of Delphi, the panel was asked to give an assessment based on a 1-4 Likkert scale depending on how important the competency components can be used by lecturers in e-learning. The greater the value, the more important the competence is likewise in the third round.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The implementation of e-learning has been going well, but student satisfaction is still low. Based on the three aspects of e-learning that were asked of students, namely the readiness of human resources and technology, the e-learning learning process and assignments and evaluation of learning outcomes, it was found that the lowest student satisfaction was in the readiness of human resources and technology. Next is the aspect of assignment and evaluating learning outcomes. Meanwhile, the aspects of the e-learning process were considered the most satisfying by students compared to the other two aspects.
From the list of competency indicators given to the panelists, the researcher only chooses the indicators that have the highest relevance to e-learning. The cut-off point selected is the average item relevance score above 4.5. Of the 82 competency items provided, based on the criteria, 18 items of competency were added. Several components assessed by the panel need to be added to achieve e-learning success by the lecturers. From the list of indicators selected the researcher gave the panel the opportunity to enter feedback, panel members selected the item option that best represented their recommendation.

Delphi in the first round was conducted with 30 panelists, which indicated that there was no agreement between the panelists. During the first round, the panel agreement only reached an overall acceptance rate of 82%. However, panel members still provided suggestions for changes and additions to the competency indicators. This procedure was carried out for three rounds until it resulted in an agreement between panelists of 100 percent and the number of competency items agreed upon to be 40.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Exploration</th>
<th>Delphi Round</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicators</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>100 68 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panelists</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30 30 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>82% 90% 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following are the competency indicators approved by all panelists.

List of Competency Indicators Approved by Panelists
1. Master the use of IT in online learning
2. Understand the virtual world
3. Plan communication tools
4. Mastering aspects of online communication
5. Showing professionalism as a lecturer
6. Able to design activities in accordance with the learning output
7. Able to build student independence in learning
8. Actively conducting scientific development research
9. Able to build student independence in learning
10. Able to take advantage of open learning resources found on the Internet
11. Use supporting media in the form of text, audio, visual, video
12. Have a structured teaching program in online learning
13. Master a variety of online learning strategies
14. Has an online lecture format
15. Have the motivation to conduct learning
16. Develop an online teaching philosophy
17. Formulate clear procedures regarding the ethics of communicating in the network
18. Build good relationships with students
19. Personalized education to reduce transactional distance
20. Applying learning theory to the online environment
21. Translate real world concepts to virtual worlds
22. Discussion-based teaching
23. Have awareness of student needs and differences in ability
24. Responsive to feedback
25. Listen and care online
26. Able to manage learning problems that arise
27. Have a strategy for managing ethical issues
28. Avoid feeling overwhelmed
29. Develop cognitive presence through active learning strategies
30. Able to encourage students to actively express their opinions
31. Conduct online tests and assessments
32. Interactive examination and assignment system
33. Reflect on problems encountered during learning
34. Able to develop an accurate assessment
35. Able to ask questions that stimulate critical thinking
36. Able to determine operational or measurable learning outputs
37. Capable of designing assessment targets that are appropriate to the learning output
38. Provides assessment guidelines
39. Provide an assessment of the work of groups and individuals, quality of responses during discussion, synchronous online conversations, multiple choice
40. Make reports on student learning progress

The findings of this study indicate that in the implementation of e-learning whoever the implementer should have the competence to do so. In general, the forty competencies that have been previously mentioned consist of three aspects namely human resources and technology readiness, online learning process and assignment and evaluation of learning outcomes. This competency is expected to be possessed by lecturers so that learning runs well and learning objectives are achieved optimally

4. CONCLUSION

The application of e-learning in educational institutions should not only focus on placing students at the center of the learning process or even as objects that are taught, but also must remain focused on the learning objectives and competencies to be achieved. The application of the e-learning competency model needs to consider that not all lecturers are enthusiastic about using technology as the main tool in conducting learning. This is indicated by the emergence of an indication that not all lecturers feel it is important to increase their knowledge in the use of computer devices and e-learning features. In addition, not many lecturers have succeeded in developing e-learning teaching strategies that can increase students' interest in learning. Most of the lecturers believed that e-learning was only effective in increasing students' understanding, but not attitudes or behavior.
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